Measurement of optic disc compliance by digitized image analysis in the normal monkey eye.
To characterize the compliance of the normal monkey optic disc under conditions of induced short-term fluctuations in intraocular pressure (IOP). In 10 monkeys, one eye was compliance tested on three separate days followed by a single test of the contralateral eye (40 compliance tests). In a testing session, the optic disc was imaged at 2 and 47 minutes (baseline time point) after IOP was lowered to 10 mmHg; then at 2, 17, 32, and 47 minutes after IOP was elevated to 45 mmHg; then at 2, 47, and, in some cases, 92 minutes after IOP was lowered back to 10 mmHg. Eight digitized images were analyzed at each time point, yielding two parameters to characterize the position of the disc: the Mean Position of the Disc (MPD) and the Change from MPDBaseline (the value of MPD at a given time point minus the value for MPD at the baseline time point of that testing session). Analysis of variance (ANOVA) testing was used to evaluate the overall effect of IOP on both parameters while taking into account the effects of variability due to different monkeys and repetitions of the test as well as differences between the two eyes of an individual monkey. With the addition of data from 11 compliance tests performed on eight additional monkeys, the overall results were calculated in terms of the mean Change from MPDBaseline at each time point for a total of 51 compliance testing sessions. The mean Change from MPDBaseline was -28 microns (95% confidence interval, -23 to -33 microns) 47 minutes after elevation of IOP. The disc surface returned to its baseline position 92 minutes after IOP was lowered back to 10 mmHg. Elevation of IOP within a compliance test had a significant effect on the position of the optic disc surface (P = 0.0002, ANOVA), as characterized by the parameter Change from MPDBaseline. Neither the difference in the amount of movement between the two eyes of an individual monkey nor the variability within the three repetitions of the test in a given eye was statistically significant. Small, reversible (elastic) posterior deformations of the optic disc surface follow acute elevations of IOP in the normal monkey eye. Detection of acute IOP-induced deformations of the optic disc surface may represent a means by which to mechanically test the deeper load-bearing tissues of the optic nerve head.